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Navigating the
Unscripted Session
Improv Activities in Writing Center Tutor Training
Grace Humphreys
Thursday, March 31, 2022
East Central Writing Center Association Conference Workshop Presentation
Michigan State University, East Lansing

Improv Background
What is improv?
• “spontaneous scene work by actors on stage”
(Huffaker and West 854)
• “intuition guiding action in a spontaneous way”
(Moshavi)
• “the ability to make do with the available
resources” (Moshavi)
• “composition converging with execution”
(Moshavi)

Improv Background
Gag Improv vs. Narrative Improv
• Gag Improv = an individual’s personal success/failure with the
audience (criteria is cleverness and jokes)*
• Narrative Improv = a character’s success/failure with another
character (criteria is storyline and cooperation)*
*Diggles, Dan. Improv for Actors. Allworth, 2004.

Improv Background
Why are we doing improv?
• Lots of recent research on the benefits of group improv activities (see
Works Cited)
• Little to no research on how improv activities might relate to
Writing Center work

Introduction to Research
● Goals:
○ Alleviate gap between the Writing Center and benefits of
improv
○ Consider: How might improv activities benefit Writing
Center tutors?
Research Question:
Does incorporating improv activities into writing center tutor
training increase tutors’ confidence levels regarding their
abilities to deal with the impromptu and reactionary nature of
writing center sessions?
IRB #: IRB-2021-1675

Research Methods
● Two anonymous Qualtrics surveys*
○ Pre-Session Survey
○ Post-Session Survey
● Tutor Training Session
○ Played three improv games & discussed their Writing Center
applications
*Surveys were paired

Participants
● Approx. 47 active tutors UTAs & GTAs
● Pre-Session Survey: 27
responses
● Session Attendance: 9 tutors
● Post-Session Survey: 8
responses
● 5 tutors who did all three

Research Results
Pre-Session Survey
● Already high base of confidence
concerning the improvisational aspects
of tutoring session
● Mostly no previous improv experience
○ Scattering of tutors familiar with
improv games and activities

Research Results
Post-Session Survey
The improv games did not affect confidence but were:
1) A helpful instigator of reflection on tutor practices
(personal or in general)
2) A new lens with which to view tutor sessions
3) A helpful mental exercise to develop quick thinking &
engagement skills

Research Results
Post-Session Survey
●
●
●
●

Timing of improv session in the tutor’s lifespan
Frequency of improv sessions
Unanimous enjoyment of the session
Most popular game

OK, now what?
● Opportunities for further study
○ Impact of improv activities outside of
confidence
○ Timing & frequency of improv sessions
○ Demographic explorations
● Incorporate improv activities into your
own Writing Center

General Info about the Games
•
•
•

•

Three games – increasing
in level of difficulty
Remember: just try your
best!
The games will go much
more smoothly if everyone
participates.
Any questions?

Alien, Tiger, Cow
Game Instructions:
● Everyone stands in a circle
● On count of three, make one of three hand motions:
○ Alien
○ Tiger
○ Cow

● This process is repeated
● Goal: Everyone makes the same hand motion at the same time
● Note: You cannot communicate verbally or make gestures with
others to determine signs

Alien, Tiger, Cow

Tiger

Alien

Cow

Alien, Tiger, Cow

How do you see this game
connecting to Writing Center
practice?

● Development of observational skills
● Encourages attention to visual cues
● Encourages cooperation with others
In the improv world:
● Scene partners are often more successful when they pay close attention to each other
visually
In the Writing Center:
● Paying attention to visual cues can help key the tutor into unsaid feelings and
frustrations, especially if the tutor is not familiar with the client
● Visual cues can be a way of continuing the give-and-take between tutor and client

Fortunately,
Unfortunately
Game Instructions:
● Those in a group stand in a circle
● One person makes a “Fortunately” statement
● The next person makes an “Unfortunately” statement
continuing the narrative
● “Fortunately-Unfortunately” cycle continues until story reaches
a reasonable ending

Example of Gameplay:
Fortunately,
Unfortunately
Sherlock Holmes, Luke Skywalker, & Hermione Granger are a group.
Sherlock: “Fortunately, one day, a man discovered a twenty dollar bill on the side of the road
and decided to buy a cow.”
Luke: “Unfortunately, the cow ate his best hat.”
Hermione: “Fortunately, he had a little of the twenty dollars left, so he could buy a new hat.”
Sherlock: “Unfortunately, the hat shop was closed on Sundays, so he would have to wait a
week.”
Luke: “Fortunately, his wife liked his hair, so the man didn’t really need a hat after all.”

The End.

Fortunately,
Unfortunately
Game Instructions:
● Those in a group stand in a
circle
● One person makes a
“Fortunately” statement
● The next person makes an
“Unfortunately” statement
continuing the narrative
● “Fortunately-Unfortunately”
cycle continues until story
reaches a reasonable ending

● If you get stuck:
○ Think outside of realism
(aliens???)
○ Consider adding another
character
○ Think about environment

Fortunately,
Unfortunately

How do you see this game
connecting to Writing Center
practice?

● Encourages active listening
● Focuses on the creation of a coherent story
In the improv world:
● Active listening here involves making sure you hear what is said before so that
you create a harmonious story
In the Writing Center:
● Client and tutor work together to create a harmonious piece of work
● The tutor must hear what is being said and work off the ideas, thoughts, replies,
etc. that the client gives them

Three-Line Scene
(“Yes, And”)
Game Instructions:
● Two people are in a group
● Person A starts the scene with any sentence
● Person B says, “Yes, and…” continuing the scene and adding to what
Person A said
● Person A says, “Yes, and…” and completes the scene
● Goal: to create a complete, coherent scene

Example of Gameplay:

Three-Line Scene
(“Yes, And”)

Cinderella & Spider-Man are scene partners.
Cinderella: Upon returning to their house, Anna and Bill discovered that their dog had
chewed up the couch, and Bill was very angry.
Spider-Man: Yes, and Bill, because of his zealous love of couches, decided that Anna would
have to choose between him and the dog.
Cinderella: Yes, and Anna did not have to even think for a moment: she chose the dog.

The End.

Three-Line Scene
(“Yes, And”)
Game Instructions:
● Two people are in a group
● Person A starts the scene with
any sentence
● Person B says, “Yes, and…”
continuing the scene and
adding to what Person A said
● Person A says, “Yes, and…” and
completes the scene
● Goal: To create a complete,
coherent scene

● If you get stuck:
○ Use your story arc knowledge
○ Throw realism out the
window

Three-Line Scene
(“Yes, And”)

How do you see this game
connecting to Writing Center
practice?

● Encourages practice of agreement
● Develops attitude of positivity
In the improv world:
● Agreement is one of the tenets of improv, as it helps scenes progress
In the Writing Lab:
● Tutors frequently practice agreement as they need to positively deal
with what the client presents to them and use this writing to
construct an extension of the conversation
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Questions?

•

•

Any comments or questions,
feel free to email me at
humphreg@purdue.edu.
Thanks for participating!

A special thank you to
Jeeyoung Choi, Erin Paulson, &
Carri Jane Tenniswood for
helping me facilitate this
workshop!

